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EC-US AGRICULTURAT TRADE RELATIONS :

DO POTITICAL COMPROMISES EXIST ?

Introductlon

The history of EC-US conflicts about the Common Agriculturai Poiicy

has been long and rich in events. The US has never accepted the foundlng

prlnclples of the CAP, and their implicatlons. l[hile some periods were rather
quiet, sudden outbreaks of confliets have been recurrent. Even if the US

finally accepted that a protectionlst CAP was the economic prlce to pay for
the political gain of a united Europe, it could not llve with the variable

Ievy system and even less wlth its recent use of export restltutions on SC

surpluses. Starting in early 1980's attempts to complete the CAP by a tax on

fats and oils or by a ceiling on cereal substltute imports have triggered a

swlft retaliation by the US (Hathar,vay, Tracy, Petlt).

Naturally, the opposing views on agrlcultural policy reforms in the EC

and the US have reached a cllmax in the GATT negotlatlons of the ongoing

Uruguay Round. The basic position of the US ls a compiete eliminatlon of

farm support policies as long as they are linked with production levels,
while the EC is keen to trade a commitment to a llmited cut in price support

for a rebalancing of its tariff structure ln favor of imported feeds. Other

GATT members are also players in that game and the EC export refund
system is the main târget for complaints. In October 1g89, the US made a

new proposal for the transltlon period toward decoupled farm programmes,

which basically required an elimination of export subsldles over 5 years and

of other output-linked support policies over 10 years, Although deflned in
terms of policy instrumentatlon, this scheme of agrlculture policy ad,justment
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incteases the pressure on the EC ; and a profound reform of the CAP ls the

actual target pursued by the US.

in this paper, we do not intend to revlerv all the lssues related to the

EC-US agricultural trade conflict which has attracted a large body of
research (see cathle, curry ed., Moyer and Josllng, for recent surveys). we

would like however to adress three questions : (i) why is the confllet so

lntense while evidence exists that the slze of interactlon is real but not

considerable ? (i1) why is the EC reluctant to llberallze while the economic

gains are large and, correspondlngly ïrhy is the US position led only by â

quest for welfare efflelency of free trade ? (iii) last, can we reveal the

actual pollcy obJectives embedded in the current farm programmes and by

doing so identify areas for mutual agreement, l.e. for a treaty ?

In the first section we analyse three paradoxes in the EC and US

positions in the current GATT round of negotiations. In the second section

we present estlmates of the relative political weights for various soclal

groups affected by the current programmes. The resulting polltical value

function is then used to dellneate areas for feasible compromises.

I - Three paradoxes ln the EC-US agrlcultural trade confllct.

At least, three paradoxlcal observatlons ean be made in the context of

EC-US agricultural trade conflict. The first deals wlth the apparent contrast

between the tensions and the threats of generallzed trade war often pointed

out in the media and the relatively limited interactions between the tïro
countries as suggested by several studies. The second is the surprising
gap between the apparent economlc gains and the reluctance of EC to
undertake profound reforms. The third, which may be more subtle, is thqt
the officlal position of the US ls probably too bold to be really seriously

feasible in regard to US domestic political conditions.

r
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a - The two big players can help or hurt each other, but to a limited

extent.

Many studles have explored the implications of agresslve measures

taken by either or both partners. They all seem to conclude for a llmited

magnitude of the cross effects on aggregate policy indicators (budget, farm

income, welfare), Anderson and Tyers have estimated the effect of retaliation
by the United States in the form of a subsidy on its wheat exports. "The

adverse effects of sueh retallation are much less for the EC than for the

United States and âre llkely to be insufflcient to force EC pollcy reform.

Moreover, in per caplta terms Canada and Australla are affected much more

than the EC". Paalberg and Sharples also note that "Iiberalization of EC and

Japanese grain policies would result ln small net benefit to the United

States". Ananla, Bohman and Carter have analysed the tmpact of the Export

Enhancement Programme and flnd that the EEP "has been able to increase

US wheat exports. The cost of the addttional exports has been lower prices

in commerclal markets and lncreased government costs. In addltion, EEp has

not achieved lt goal of reducing EC exports because of the varlable

restitution system". These authors estimate the resulting increase in
varlable subsidy cost for the EC to be only 103 million dollars, which is a

small amount compared to EC outlays. Mahé and Tavéra (1982, i9S9) have

also found that the two countries can hurt each other only to a llmited
exten[ and thât domestic effects of policy changes are much larger than
cross effects due to the absorption role played by world markets.

However surprlslng, the flrst paradox is consistent with the often
mentioned argument that domestic forces are more important than external
forces in shaping polieles and their reforms, It may also be the case that,
when the EC is making concesslons yielding to US pressure, it is in
recognitlon for the wlder economic and polttical porrer of the US, rather
than in regard to the threat conflned to the agrlcultural trade arena. In a

statement before the House of Representatlves, M. Mendelowltz (GAO)

mentioned the diverglng vlews on the efficleney of the EEp, but that

t^..
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abandoning it would glve the wrong signal to the EC, in the context of the

GATT negotiatlon.

Another explanation could be that modelling exercises are very

aggregated and do not speclfy bilateral trade flows which are important ln

some commodlties. If the economic interests vested in particular commodities

are not identified, aggregate measures on budget and income do not reflect

the real weight that the producer groups may put on the government. If
this is true, more attentlon should then be devoted to the nature of the

polltlcal economy and the role of the various special lnterest groups that

affect economic policy as a possible explanation for the large differenee in

the mode and the intensity of public intervention in varlous commodlty

programmes.

b) - Economic efficlency has a limited role in the deslgn and the

reform of the CAP

The literature on trade liberalization of the CAP generally concludes

that economlc gains are significant, and many competitors of the EC on the

world markets have strlved to display ample evidence that the EC as a

whole should galn from liberalization of the CAP. Of course these welfare

galns are only potential in the sense that loosers from policlz reforms would

have to be compensated to accept the changes.

These welfare measures all assume that the varlous social groups

involved (farmers, consumers, taxpayers) have equal political importance or

weight in the political economy of government policy. But this is not the

case in reality as producers appear to have a larger weight than other

groups. This evidence is consistent with the high level of support provided

to EC farmers at the expense of taxpayers and eonsumers.

Moreover, in order to identify more precisely areas for compromlse it
ls necessary to disaggregate farmers into subgroups as policy lnstruments

I
I

t.
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differ markedly accordlng to commodity programmes. If particular commodlty

groups have higher politlcal weights, changes affecting these groups will be

harder to implement, or these groups must be compensated to make the

changes more acceptable. Aggregate efficiency measure are therefore not

adequate to understand the EC negotlating position and to investigate some

likely scenarlos of agreement in the GATT negotiations. Moreover, ln order

to find a possible set of politically feasible trade compromises between the

US and the EC, knowledge of the polltical weights of the various special

interest groups in the policy process is required in order to devise a

compensatory scheme that wlll lnduce them to accept a possible treaty.

c) The US posltion in the GATT is a tactical rather than a

compromise posltion leading to a treaty.

IVhile the EC's proposal for trade policy reform clearly shows that

economic efficiency is not seen as a feasible goal by European governments,

the US positlon - total dismantllng of border and domestlc support - would

suggest that the US government is led only by welfare effic.ienc)'

conslderations.

One posslble interpretation is that US negotiators are convinced of

the superior competltlvity of american agriculture and that free trade and

higher world prices would be beneficial to the country's trade balance. to

farmer's income, and âls,:, {.} taxpayers, There is llttle doubt that - except

when the doilar is greatly overvalued - the US crop sector is among the

most efficient in the world, and lt ls widely accepted that agricultural

policy liberalizatlon would benefit to the US grain sector. The various

sklrmishes which have occured on world market outlets where the EC and

the US compete for wheat exports conflrm that view and so does the US call

for eiimination of EC protectlonlst devices in the food and feed graln seetor.

The evidence is much less obvlous for soybeans and corn gluten feed

exports because the ellminatlon of the support provlded to the livestock

sector ln the EC and other OECD countrles would reduce considerably the
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derlved demand for feed, thus driving world prices down sharply (Mahé

Tavéta, 1989). The US poliey makers have not paid great attention to the

offsettlng effects of reducing or eliminating support to EC livestock

producers on the beneflts expected from a liberallzatlon limlted to grain

policy.

Moreover, other farm subsectors in the US would be badly hurt by a

full-fledged trade llberalizatlon. The sugar industry is the most obvious

example, but the dairy sector which is nearly as protected as its EC's

counterpart would also be put under tremendous pressure. There is a

debate going on currently in the US (2) about the potential of the dalry

sector to become a more active exporter. Even if world prices for dairy

products are due to rise sharply from a complete liberallzation, the high

nominal rate of protection granted to the milk sector ln the US (about 100%)

suggests that the US dalry industry would suffer from free trade.

Therefore, the US free-trade position in the GATT cannot be

convincingly explained by pure econemlc considerations of comparatlve

advantage alone. The US proposal may be easier to understand as a tactical
positlon than âs an indication of the flnal result it expects from the

Uruguay Round i.e. of the content of the treaty that they would be ready

to sign.

As in the case of the EC, it is necessary to take lnto account the

politicatr economy dimensions of the US negotiating position in order to sort

out tactical and feasible compromlses. Moyer and Josling note that the US

position has been tactlcal "ln that the zero optlon provided an exeellent

negotlating position,.. shiftlng any blame for the failure of the Uruguay

Round to the EC...n (p.f92)

There âre several ways to interpret the previous three paradoxes by

the economlc clreumstances and the politlcs of agricultural policy making in
the Ec and the us. In this paper we do not intend to provlde a

t
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comparatlve analysis of EC and US agricultural policy decision making which

has already been done by several quoted authors, but our aim ls to

approximate a workable representation of governments behaviour in the

trade negotlation, tnhich helps to understand better the actual underlying

acceptable compromlses for both countries.

In both the EC and the US, the level of support and the type of

instruments differ wldely according to commodity programmes, and some

sectors are clearly easier to liberallze than others. A policy goal functlon of

the government is a useful construct to interpreting the politlcal economy

of economic pollcy. This construct can be used to aecount for the relative

welghts of commodlty groups and to assess their capaclty to prevent some

pollcy reforms while allowing some specified ehanges.

II - Pollttcal yelghts of commodlty groups ln the EC end the US

Several authors have modelled the objective function of government

as an uncontrained maximisation of a weighted soclal welfare functlon over

produeer welfare, consumer welfare and taxpayers (e.g. Rausser and

Freebairn, Rlethmuller and Roe). However, tâking the farm seetor as an

aggregate does not reflect the heterogeneity of commodity programmes and

therefore the relative political strength of varlous farmer groups.

a) - Reveaiing the political weights of I'arious farmer groups

lVe report here only the results of a research devoted to the

estimation of the political weights of seven commodlty groups in the EC and

the US. A detailed account of the approach is given ln Roe, Johnson and

Mahé. It combines the estlmation of a Policy Goal Function (PGF), a model of

EC-US'agrlcultural policy interactions and game theory.

r''
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t, It âssumes that in the reference perlod, the US

optimized their behaviour, 1.e. the US government has

and the Ec have

maximlsed lts PcF
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taking the behaviour of the EC as glven, and conversely. Thus the base

year is consldered as a Nash equilibrium of the EC-US agricultural trade
pollcy game.

Farmer groups are deflned as commodlty groups for two reasons.

Flrst, it is easier to model income effects of policies on varlous commodlty

producers than on various types of farmers. The latter optlon rvould requlre

a model disaggregated according to types of farms. While this approach

would be useful from a political organizatlon viewpoint, sueh a model is not

available. Second, commodity-specific farmer unions exlst and are quite

active in the defense of the lnterests of their members. It ls expected that
a large part of the political pressure works through their channels, even if'
general purpose farmer unlons do play a role ln the protection of the

interests of the sector as a whole and in the alleviation of the conflicts of

interest between farmer groups.

There are elght soeial groups lnvolved in the PGF, The commodity

break down is the following : gralns, protein anlmal feed, beef, dalry, pork

and poultry, and sugar. consumers are taken as a single group which

means that they are assumed to be indifferent between a welfare gain

resulting from a price cut on sugar or on beef for example. Taxpayers are

also treated as a sepârate group. Of course, there ls some simplification as

these groups do not make a partition of the society and some indivlduals
belong to several groups in the same tlme. They are not evenly affected by

farm policy programmes however, and this representation is expected to be

meaningful.

The first apparent reason for expecting different political weights is

the reiatlve level of nominal protection granted to various commodlty

groups. Table 1 exhibits the NRP's (nomlnal rates of protection) at the
producers' level in the Ec and the us (g) ln 1996. There are some

3 - Àctual protection rates used in the calibration of the political relghts {rith the help of the iliss
nodel, l{ahé, Tavêra, Trochet} are shotn ratber lhan the P$E's calculated by 0BCD. But they have a sinilar
nagnitude (rhen defined in the sane fiayl.
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similarlties ln the patterns of protectlon granted to various commodities in

both countrles. But the general level of support is smaller in the US than

in the EC and it is partlcularly so for ollseeds products, beef and pork and

poultry. The other main difference ls due to the US deflciency payment

system on gralns which puts the burden of support on the taxpayer and

not on the consumer as in the EC.

r
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Table 1. Nominal rates of protectlon {l), 1986

EC
producer consumer

US
producer consumer

grains
protein feeds
beef
pork and poultry
dairy
sugar

78
95
76
20
94

80
0

76
20
80

L70

56
10

6
0

80
120

10
0
5
0

69
r20170

t,

tl) delined u 100 r (poduæt piæ - border pdæl devided by boder priæ.

The political value function is deflned as a weighted sum

of the galns that the various social groups derive from the policies

lmplemented. The PGF is Just a way to order dlfferent states of the

economy. It is therefore defined up to a monotonic transformation. Hence the

weights must be normalized to be easily lnterpreted, and in the present

cese, taxpayers are glven a weight equal to one.

7
(l) V=XorTr*Tt

:-lI-l

where the o'g are the polltical weights and the T's the transfers benefiting
to the groups. Tt is the transfer to taxpayers or budget receipts. The list
of producer groups (i=1 to 6) ls given in table 1 antl i=? represents the

consumer group. Slnce we assume that the base year 1986 was an optimal
situatlon for both the EC and the US, the V function has at a maximum ln
this year ; therefore the pollcy instruments were chosen so as to maximise
V, and they verlfy the first order conditions for the PGF to reach a

maximum i.e.,

t-

a
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Q) ôv/ôgr=0 ;J=1,...,7
where gJ is the itl policy instrument. Making use of (1) we get a set of
seven equations ln seven unknowns, the o's.

7
(3) X or ôTr / ôgl + ôTt / ôg1 = g

!-rI-l

l-l;
J - lr ...r t

By alterlng the policy instruments of each commodity programme and

of the consumer group, a set of estimates for ôTr/ôgr were obtained and (3)

was solved for the o's. Table 2 shows the values of the weights derived
from this process. An internatlonal trade model is needed to generate the
ôTr / 6gt as the EC and the US are large enough to affect world prices

when thelr pollcles are changed. The lmpact on the budget (ôTt / ôer)

should therefore account for this terms of trade effects ; Moreover some

programmes, as for oilseeds ln the EC and for many commodities ln the US,

do not lsolate domestlc prices from world prlces, so that the welfare of
consumers and of some producers (e.g. llvestock) depend on world prlce

changes.

Table 2. Polltlcal weights of various commodlty groups and of consumers in
the EC and the US

r-
I

r

t

t
t

I

t

I

l

r

I
t

US
rank's)ehwei

EC
weight (o's)

t,57
1.46
1.32
1.34
1.00
1.32
0.83
0.95

t(o
56

kran
I
I
4
3
6
4
8
7

sugar
dairy
protein feeds
grains
tâx payers
beef
consumers
pork and poultry

1
D

3
4
5
6
7
I

I
1

1

I
I
0
0

90
.23
.15
.00
.92
.87

0.85I
I\-

f
i[- The relative size of the polittcal weights does not depend only on the

level of support but also on the burden that the particular produeer group

is able to put on other groups. To see why, consider the simple case where
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there are no cross effects between commodity groups (ô Tr / ô g = 0 for i
+ i, iJ = I to 6). The equatlon for the jtb weight amounts to :

or ôTr / ôgl * oz ôTz / ô$ + ôTt / ôg1 = g

It turns out that for a given effect on the welfare of producer j (ôTl

/ ôgl), the weight ot wlll be larger, the larger :lre effects on consumers

and taxpayers in absolute value, as long as they are negative which is true
in most cases, In other words, a commodlty group will have higher welghts

if the benefit it gets costs more on consumers and taxpayers. This approach

could be extended to other commodlty groups.

The weights in table 2 therefore refleet a richer lnformation than the

nomlnal rates of protection as they depend on the type of instrument used

to provide the lncome transfer to a partlcular commodity group. Take the

dairy producers in the EC a$ an example. Not only do they beneflt from a

high support but because of the net exporting position the producer

surplus is larger than consumer surplus and tax payers must finance the

export subsidles, hence a high weight to dairy producers in the EC.

The flrst noticeable observation drawn from the analysis is the
smaller weight of consumers in the EC in comparison to the US consumers.

This is conslstent with the different types of policy lnstruments used in
both countries for mâny products and particularly for grains and wtth the

smaller taxatlon of consumers of anlmal products in the US. The ranking of
commodity groups is actually not so different ln the two countrles, wlth
sugar and dairy at the top and pork and poultry producers at or near the
bottom. Graln producers have a smaller relative weight in the US than ln
the EC and it is even more the case for beef producers.

b) - A brief interpretation of the relative weights

t

t:

I

t
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is out of the scope of this paper to try to fully explain the

of the political welghts of the various producer groups. A few

L,
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remarks drawn from public choice theory are appropriate horpever. Public

choice explanations stress the importanee of the cost of organlzation and,

therefore, of the number of agents and the concentration in the industry.
The relatlvely low welght to consumers relative to taxpayers is conslstent

with this explanation. So ls the case of sugar producers ln both countries,

as they are fairly few and as the industry ls highly concentrated. Their
ability to keep the hieh level of support is probably also due to the low

budget cost of the sugar programmes in the EC and the US, which puts the

burden mainly on the less well-organized consumers.

Budget cost or tax pâyers expenses are more visible than consumer

surplus loss. Consumers must invest in a high cost of information if they
want to show their loss and make their case ln the democratic process. The

budget cost ls 'obvlous every year and attracts more scrutiny from the
government and from the public opinion. Therefore costly programmes are

expected to be less sustainable. The fairly large political welght to grain

producers as reflected ln 1986 in both the EC and the US is partly due to
hlstorical rigidity of programmes which were not costly when they were

lnitlated. The EC has only become self sufficient in grains in the early
eighties and the US Target Price set in 1980 was not so far away from the

world price which has dropped in dollar in the early eighties. The

stabilisers in the EC and the reduction in the US Target Price and the Loan

Rate introduced since by the US farm bill tend to confirm thls
lnterpretation. To a large ext,ent, the fairly high weight given to oilseed
producers in the . EC can be accounted for by a similar historical
development, to which the low self-sufficiency of the EC in protein feed has

contributed.

At first sight, the ranking of dairy producers is not so easy to
explain by the concentratlon and cost of organization argument. There are

many producers and still they manage to develop a large political ponrer. In
the US however, the hlstory of protection has its roots in the formation of
market orders and agreements for dalry producers. This was partly
stimulated by fairly large and well organized dalry cooperatlves. The

cooperatlves provided an organizational structure that in fact served to
Iower the cost of coalltion formatlon, the cost of forming groups of similar
interests at the local level and then being able to launch effective lobbylng
efforts at the natlonal level. The market order and agreement structure and
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the cooperatlve structure also provlded a mechanism to solve the free rider
problem so that all dairy farmers would be taxed to support the cost of a

lobbying effort. To a large extent this argument is also valld for the EC

where cooperatives have been lmportant actors in the dairy industry. The

relatively low income of dairy producers generated by free market forces
has also contributed to make the support programmes more aeceptable to
the public oplnlon, at .ieast for the past. Agaln the recently higher cost of
the programme have led to supply eontrol measures! with the all buy-out
scheme in the US and production quotas in the EC. This shift of the burden

on the consumer only and the vested interest in productlon rights are

likely to keep the rank of dairy producers hieh in the scale for the near
future. Beef producers ln the EC are still for most of them dairy producers

due to the complementarity betneen beef and mllk in the EC, hence their
weight are similar to dairy producers,

The sltuatlons of pork and poultry producers in the EC and of pork,

poultry and beef producers in the US are rather similar. Although the
concentration in the industry is high, they have not been able to attract
much support. The high elastlcity argument proposed by Gardner for animal
products in the US seems to be relevant. These producers are often well-off
in Europe in spite of unstable prices, they are not viewed as typlcal family
farm operators but rather as commercial farmers, and policy makers fear a

rapid accumulation of surpluses if higher support were granted to the
industry.

Even if a fully adequate politieal economy explanatlon of the relative
welghts is not yet available, they do not seem at odds with the intuition of
policy analysis. It is now north investigating the llght they can provide on

the GATT negotiatlons.

III. Feaslble compromlses between the EC and the US

Various stages of farm pollcy reforms were simulated for the EC and

the US, both in unilateral and bilateral ways. These actlons lead to impacts

t

:

t
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on pollcy lndlcators which can be presented in the pay-off matrlx of a game

as ln table 3. In the GATT context the political pay-offs are used preferably
to pay-offs based on classlcal welfare gains On the basls of the matrix of
politlcal gains and losses ln the EC an the US, Feasible compromlses in the
negotiations are shown to exlst.

a - partial liberallzation and decoupled compensatory payments

Four actions âre investigated with increaslng degree of trade
liberalizatlon for both countries. More precisely the posslble actions
simulated for the US are :

- (sq) The statu quo of 1986 ;

- (bpes) Ban on producer and export subsidies ; free trade in atl
commodltles except beef, sugar, and dalry, self-sufficiency ln dairy is
followed while sugar prlces and beef quotas remaln at the status quo ;

- (pft) Partial free trade ; free trade ln grains, animal feeds, beef,
and pork and poultry ; dairy and sugar policles remaln at the statu quo ;

- (ft) Free trade ; free trade ln all commodities ;

and for the EC they are :

- (sq) The status quo of 1986 ;

r

- (bpes) Ban on export restitutlons ; ad valorem tarlffs

attaln self-sufficiency in grains, beef, pork and poultry, dairy,

price differentials, in percent, between producers and eonsumers

the status quo ; the farm price of oilseeds is unchanged ;

are used to

and sugar ;

remain at

1'

I

1

iL

L.

(pft) Partial free trade ; Ad valorem tarlffs of ZO percent are

imposed on grain and beef, the oil seed cake support is redueed to ZO

percent more than world prlce, pork and poultry price is set to world

prlces, dairy and sugar prices remain at the status quo ;

- (ft) Free trade ; Free trade in all commodities.
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The economlc results are summarlzed in table 3 ; the US chooses the

row, the EC chooses the column. Before diseussing the game matrix of the

welfare galns, the key economlc outcomes of the simutations are briefly

summarized. For comparable experlments, the results obtained from the

model are simllar to those obtained from (CEC). In general, liberalizatlon

causes large lncreases in the world prlces of grains, beef, sugar, and dairy,

decreases In the prices of oil seed cakes and Feed Grain Subsiltutes (FGS),

and smaller changes in the prlce of pork and poultry. Three factors drlve

these results : crop production shift in the US from grains to oilseeds, feed

lnput substitution ln the EC from oil seed cakes and feed grain subsiltutes

(rGs) to gralns, and lower feed input demand of beef, dairy, and pork and

poultry produeers in the EC due to the contraction of the animal sector.

The strict economlc results would predict that both countries move to

free trade if classical welfare efficiency e) were the single pollcy goal

pursued by the EC and the US governments. Table 3 shows that (ft, ft) is a

Nash equillbrium of this game ; free trade is a dominant strategy whatever

the other player does. If this game were reallstlc one would expect the

posltions expressed in the GATT to be far bolder than what we observe.

Since they are not, governments most certainly have a more eomplex

obJective function and social groups weights in the PGF must differ as was

shown in table 2.

r-

t'
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{ - Classicai relfare alounts to suppose tbat cr = 1 for ail i in the pGF.
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Table 3 : tflelfare galns from poliey reforms (a)

(billion ECU)

EC

US sq bpes pft fr
sq 0 6.4 3.0 8.5

-. 0 0.3 0.4 0.3

bpes 0.4 6.6 3.3 8.9
2.5 2.3 2.8 2.3

r

pft 0.L 6.3 3.7 8.9
1.5 -0.8 1_. I 2.0

fr 0.9 6.8 4.7 8.8
3.0 2.6 3.3 2,7

r
I

I

i

t

{a} The $outh-East nunber ig the U$ relfare gain ald the llortl-fesl is the EC's gain.

The games presented in table 4 are more relevant for understanding

the GATT round. The pay-offs in table 4 (game one) are now the values of

the PGF assoclated wlth each combinatlon of actions taken by the EC and

the US. Liberalization of farm policies does not appear likely at all if

countries limit their margln of manoeuvre to the current policy instruments.

Although each country would like the other player to move toward free

trade, it bears a political loss if it makes the move itself. Domestic policies

again mâtter more than policies of other countries. Within the set of policy

instruments used in the past, the prospect of an agreement in the GATT is

bleak, if the PGF calibrated on the base year 1986 stlll reflects the political

weights of social groups relevant for the 1990 situation.

Feasible compromises require the use of new policy lnstruments and

table 4 (game two) lllustrates the outcomes of a liberalization combined with

compensatory decoupled payments. Game two is derived from game one in

the following way. Budget savings resulting from pollcy changes are used to

compensate producer groups, the groups with hlghest weights being
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compensated flrst. There ls not enough savings to compensate all producer

groups, because of offlciency loss and of the large share of. the current

polieles burden borne by consumers.

Game two shows that feaslble compromises between the EC and the US

exlst if decoupled payments are used. The best prefered action corespond to

bpes l.e a ban on production and export subsidies ln the US on grains and

dairy and a ban on export subsidles wlth a return to self-sufflclency in the

EC for gralns, beef, pork and poultry, dalry and sugar (ollseeds being

unaffected).

As the savings are not enough to firlly compensate producers,

decoupled payments make freer trade polltlcally acceptable, but not full-

fledged free trade. It ls stlll polltically necessary to keep some of the

burden put on consumers, because of their low weights. Freer trade results,

free trade does not.

I
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Table 4 : Policy-Goal Function Values for Alternative U.S. and E.C. Trade
Liberalizatlon Strategles and Decoupled payments

|.

sq

Game One : Using L986 Action Space

ber pftus\ec.

sq
pft
ber
fr

us\ec

sq
pft'
ber'
ft'

0,
-653,
-560,

-2075,

4I2, -1_699
-L44 , -L7 95
-234, -1554

-L472, -1433

412, 2057
L905, 1931
2484, 2242
2099, 2255

637,-2395
192, -1g05
L65, -1459

-1"329, -656

fr
697,-5407
540, -4948
233,-469!

-877,-4409

0b
299
5L7

1020

sq

Game Two : Using Decoupled payments

ber' pft' ft,
0,

'J,466,
2216,
L559,

0
299
5tt

1020

637 ,
207l.,
2853,
2400,

-798
-1_68

354
L334

697 ,
2606,
2968,
2600,

16
424
640
868

I
t

a see text for definitlon of actions.
b x, Y ls x = V8ôug âJId Y = V86ec.

b - Tarifficatlon and rebalancing open avenues for a treaty

A new set of pollcy lnstruments was also introduced, based on the

negotiationg posltion of the EC. Rebalancing implles trading tariffs on feed

imports for a decrease in the support provided to grain and oilseeds in the

EC.

This scenario ls flrst explored on the basis of the oil seed sector

only. Before implementing increasing levels of tariff on oilseeds and cakes

the EC gets rid of the crushlng subsidy and the support is only provided

by the tariff. Tabte 5 illustrates the results of this scenarlo on both the Ec

and the Us PGF'g. ïrhen the Ec abolishes the produeer subsidy, world

prlces for oilseeds and cakes increase and US soybean producers benefit

from this terms of trade effect, hence the us grain ln pGF, lvhen the Ec
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imposes increasing levels of tariffs the US PGF decreases contlnuously as

the gains from the lower EC producer prlce are increasingly offset by the

losses due to the EC tariff. A tarlfficatlon at 40% or less leaves the US

better off than ln the status quo. Tarifficatlon has a different pattern of

effect on the EC's PGF. When the crushing subsidy ls abandonned, the EC

suffers a polltical loss, because the lncome loss of oil seed producers is

Iarger than tax payers galn and because the welght of the former group is

higher. When increasing levels of tariffs are implemented the EC's PGF

increases and reaches a maximum at a 40 per cent tariff. Higher levels of

tariff impose a larger loss on livestock producers and the PGF decreases.

From table 5, a tarlfflcation of up to 40 per cent makes both the EC

and the US better off in terms of the PGF. Tarifflcation, and rebalancing do

open areas for feaslble compromlses, But the change in the PGF are fairly

small as compared to game two, so that the possibility of both countrles to

gain from tariffication and rebalancing is likely to be sensitive to the base

year situation.

Tableau 5. Impact of tarlfication and rebalanclng ln oilseeds on the PGF's

The domain of a feaslble treaty was further explored by extending the

rebalancing concepts to grains and to feed graln substitutes. A feasible

treaty zone was uncovered where both the EC and the US would be better

f

l-

I

1

I

t

EC PGF'

US PGF

-200 60 220 296 310 280

-60

190

- 100

170 -80

-45 -90305 210 140 70 3

EC Tariff
on oilseeds
(in per cent)

01020304050ô07080
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off than in the status quo. It is illustrated on figure 1. The EC tariff rates

on imported feed are indicated on the y-axis and the decrease in nominal

rate of protection on grains and oilseeds on the x-axis.

Figure 1. A EGUS Treaty zone based on Tariffication and RebalancingI
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From the analysis of a rebalancing limited to oilseeds, we expect that

the PGF of the EC increases in the north-west direction when support is

less reduced on grains and oilseeds and when tariffs on imported feeds

inereases in the same time. Clearly, the US's PGF decreases in that direction

and therefore improves when we move toward the south-east. The left hand

limit of the treaty zone corresponds to combinations of tariffs and support
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cuts which keep the EC indifferent to the status quo. The rlght-hand limit

means the same thlng for the US. Comblnations withln the treaty zone

improves the polltlcal galns and therefore correspond to feasible

compromises between the EC and the US, with a tarifi range from zero up

to 80 per cent and a cut in nominal protection of up to l5 per cent. Here

again the changes ln political galns are falrly small as ln table 5.

a

a a

t-
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This investlgatlon has shown that the polltical economy dimension is

necessary to provide a rationale for the negotiating positions in the GATT

and to solve the paradoxes mentionned in the flrst section. The EC is likely

to move further toward liberalization than its early declaration in the GATT

suggested, but new policy instruments are necessary. The US is unlikely to

fetch complete trade liberallzation in the GATT. Freer trade is likely, free

trade is not.

There are obvlous limits to the present investigation. Two may be

mentionned. The reference year used, namely 1986, is somewhat exceptionnal

and the weights are not necessarily relevant for 1990. A sensitivity test was

done however, and it showed that they are fairly robust. But the situation

of the markets and budget outlays has evolved slnce 1986 and the treaty

zone relevant today may look different. Using the 1986 weights to the 1988

base year conflrms thls change in the economic outlook and shows that the

domain of feasible compromises between the EC and the US has shrunk, so

that a treaty seems less llkely now..

L
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Another caveat is ln order. It is not certaln that reciplents of

decoupled payments value one ECU from the budget as one ECU from market

price support, since decoupled transfers will be harder to sustain ln the

Iong run,

To sum up, the outcome of the negotiatlon is uncertain as both the EC

and the US seem to be close to be indifferent to the status quo in terms of

political pay-offs. Feasible compromise based on compensation and/or on

rebalanclng exists however. Further exploratlon with an game extended to

the other OECD countries does improve the feasibility of a treaty, so that

some degree of liberallzation ln the GATT is altogether likely.

Sunmery - Coneluslons

The international game played in the EC-US agrlcultural trade confllct
cannot be explained only on the basis of classical welfare analysis which

would predict free trade due to efficiency gains. A political value function
is more relevant to aceount for government behaviour. The various producer

groups appear to have quite different political weights, in the EC as well as

in the US, and the ranking of the various social groups involved differ in
both countries.

' The pay-off matrix of liberalization strategies expressed in terms of
the PGF shows that both countrles would prefer status quo to policy

reforms. But when decoupled payments to compensate the most powerful
producers are made, some degree of reform is made politically feasible.

However if fteer trade is likely, free trade is not.
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There ls also room for a treaty between the EC and the US, based on

tarlfficatlon and rebalanclng. However the polltical galns are small and

recent changes ln the environment have reduced the domain of feasible

agreements.

Therefore both the EC and the US appear to get close to be

indifferent to a treaty based on rebalanclng. Compensatlon and decoupled
payments seem to be the only avenue for signiflcant policy reforms to occur

ln the GATT.
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